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About This Game

Operation warcade is a shooter specifically designed for virtual reality, inspired by the late '80s classic war arcade that now uses
the latest technology to convert it into a unique experience.
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EXPERIENCE THE EMOTION FROM WITHIN
Thanks to the innovative immersion system, you will be able to travel inside the video game whenever you want to experience

the adventure in a completely different way, like shooting from a helicopter, from a trench or from inside a tank… because why
not? The power is on your side.

NEW RULES, USE THE ENVIRONMENT!
Use all the elements in the environment in your favor with the incredible gravity gun. You will be able to capture any object in
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the landscape and launch it against enemies, converting them into a weapon. Your imagination is the limit.

CLASSIC MODE -FOR THOSE PARTICULARLY NOSTALGIC-
Pass 6 levels and the final boss, like in the old days. The difference is that now you won’t have to use coins for retries. What are

you waiting for?
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IMMERSIVE MODE -FOR PROFESSIONALS-
Complete 108 missions, 36 levels and many upgrades will unlock, giving you ever more destructive power. Natural anti-stress

guaranteed.

Game Compatible with pp-gun, hyperkin and other controllers with HTC-Tracker
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Title: Operation Warcade VR
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Ivanovich Games
Publisher:
Ivanovich Games
Release Date: 2 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or newer

Processor: Intel Core i5 4590 or AMD FX 8350 or greater

Memory: 8 MB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970/AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or greater

Storage: 2300 MB available space

Sound Card: Windows Compatible Sound Card

Additional Notes: HTC-Vive or OCULUS with Oculus touch required

English,French,German,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Korean,Japanese,Portuguese,Russian
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operation warcade psvr review

cool concept but gets boring. would be good as a mobile game.. For gameplay and hints:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=NXln4ydDXoQ

Here's the basics:
- Short, can beat it in about 20 minutes
- Really cool environment in the first few sections, but can cause slowdown with all the foliage and effects
- You leave that cool environment for a boring cave quickly
- The main mechanic in the cave section is clunky and doesn't feel good
- Nothing to difficult, just frustrating at parts

If the first section was the basis for the game, I'd be down to recommend. But the bulk is spent in a cave with lame mechanics.
That, plus a really short amount of content, means I can't recommend it.. So funny a little game! Good atmosphere! Good craft
system! Good phyiscal! And cheap!. I am getting back into golf sims (had Links Pro for the Mac, now use Links 2003, and have
tried Tiger Woods 08 and The Golf Club 2). This game is the least impressive golf sim I have played so far and I will be
refunding it after I write this review.

I primarily use the real-time mouse swing in this and the other golf games I play. My biggest gripe with the swing in this game is
that you can move the mouse back and forward in a super slow motion and you would be hitting the ball as if it were a full speed
swing. In addition the swing analysis stats that show up as soon as you hit the ball in the practice driving range do not show up
when you play a round. With no swing power meter as well, in stroke play it becomes a guessing game of looking at the
animation of your golfer and hoping you don't overhit an approach past the green. Yes we can't accurately predict distance in
real golfing either, but real golfers know how much swing speed and power their bodies are capable of when they swing.
Computer golfers that swing with the mouse do not have such precise feedback so I feel indicators become more important for
both realism and enjoyment.

The short game is another issue in Perfect Golf. You can note the leftward and rightward slope of greens, but there seems to be
no way to tell the upward and downward slope, even with grids. I did not have that issue with any of the other golf games
referenced in the top paragraph. I also get very little feedback when I putt as to how strong and weak my swing was. Finally if a
putt is missed sometimes the slope indicated in the first putt's grid will disappear as if the slope did not exist. Basically the
display of greens information is inconsistent from putt to putt.

This game's positives are the graphics and animations. It looks easy to play with others online, but I haven't tried it. Players
wanting greater immersion will be disappointed with only one available male avatar, no career mode, and very limited solo play
options. In addition settings for a stroke play are not saved each time you play, so it becomes annoying to have to look over the
15 or so options to try to remember exactly how you prefer to play.

I have to give Perfect Golf a negative review not because it isn't the best golfing game, but because the two major issues
mentioned above take away the playability and immersion that even the basic 80's golfing games I have played for the Nintendo
Entertainment System gave me. If you want a modern golf sim, I suggest The Golf Club 2 (not 2019) over this game. One thing
is for sure: Perfect Golf will not replace Links 2003 as my go-to golf game.. Level 17. When I had to repeat the level due to
willy wonka physics and not puzzle design. That was it for me. grandma ain't got time for this.. The game Is short af but It's not
bad. Waiting for new updates in this indie action.. This game is pretty hard, and if I remember correctly, there are little to no
waypoints in the long stages. If you want to play a megaman-esque game, and have already beaten the crap out of 20XX, then
maybe this would cure your craving.. Allright im going to try my best to keep this spoiler free, but that might be a little hard
becuase it's a really short game.

First of i would like to say the game is far from perfect, but that doesnt mean its anthing but good. I rather enjoyed the several
20-30 minute play throughs i did, and i believe there is alot of potential in this game, if it continues to get updates and more
content.

Throughout the game you will encounter different flaws such as the translations not being fully acurate, and maybe even a little
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cheesy and quite weird at some points. The combos can be a bit clunky at times. While there is a little variety, theres just not
quite enough to make it a more fluent experience. However that could also just be me being crap at this sort of game. I also
think they could have put a bit more effort in the characters names, and by this im not realy talking about the main character
Red, i mean others that are in the story, more notably green and brown. Also there is no voice acting, but that isnt so important
in this type of game i would assume.

Ok so that's basicly all the flaws i found with the game, except for the menu and lack of settings, but thats kind of expected in
this type of game. Now lets get into some stuff i think are going well with the game.

You play as Red. A unique character that i think is a very strong point in this game. She shares her body with two other
personalities, vermilion, and Camellia. They both have their own unique combat style and looks, and personalities.

While the story is a very simple go from point A to point B, it actualy still has a pretty deep story jammed into the 20-30
minutes. You will find out the backstory of your own character and even several others. You will also come across several
different monsters that all look magnificent, and bosses with their own attack patterns.

The game looks amazing with stunning environments filled filled different plants, and various things to find by pressing the
space bar( This is how you unlock the 2nd ending, you have to find a specific item).

The sounds in the game are well put in, including the music. I didn't feel that it was so repetitive that i would want to turn of the
sound. Like many other games out there.

While there is no steam acheivments, and the developer has stated there are no plans to add them, there is acheivments in the
actual game. The achievment option will appear in the main menu along with the challange mode after finishing the game for
the first time. The challange mode is basicly just vsing the bosses over, while they are scaled in difficulty, and speaking of
difficulty, there are several options to choose from. Easy,Normal,Hard,Extreame. I only managed to play on normal, and i found
it pretty easy. But as soon as i turned it up to hard, i couldnt even beat the first boss, so there is deffinetly difference in what you
pick.

So overall i think the game has potential and i would like to see more of it. The secret ending wasnt so good for me, becuase of
how it handles the main characters. But that doesnt spoil it for it for me, it was stil entertaining.

This is my first review so it's probably not done right, but oh well. Aslo theres probably alot of mistakes made in this.
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Fun fun fun!
Funny and challenging gameplay and the idea is just so awesome, including the sounds :). Do you like math?. Been playing
Train Sim since the first installment of Railworks, back in the day, and have to admit that this is my favourite steam loco thus
far. Handles beautifully, sounds every bit as good as it looks, and the career scenarios included for the Dawlish\/Exeter run are
very enjoyable.. Fun, but tense. Excellent difficulty balance - although the difficulty ramps up quite quickly, but perserverence
will get you through. Eventually.

Everything looks beautiful and the game is loads of fun to play.. BEST ♥♥♥♥ING GAME
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